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Shinji
The changes in society occur through the power (unmei) of the times.

Humanity is not creating the changes.
Knowing this truth (principle), what must be done now is to live life supported by the teachings.
The strength of the unmei protects and guides life on the right path.
This is the kokoro to give back.

To the Shinja
Do you know what supports life?
This world revolves when all unmei come together and are enhanced.
The cause of the troubles, suffering, and confusion in your lifetime lies in your jittai.

All people, who gain awareness through the teachings and live each day by the principles, are protected by the 
strength of their unmei and live with the flow of society.

Human beings must hone their unmei and know the kokoro to give back so that their unmei’s strength does 
not waste away.
The teachings make the human kokoro aware of the right path. Hence be enlightened about the kokoro to 
give back.

Summary of the Shinji

　The era continues to undergo changes. The changes in society do not create the power of politics, the 
economy or human strength. These changes stem from the unmei of an era. Hence it’s important that we aren’t 
overwhelmed by these changes and to have the kokoro to give back to society.
　Against the backdrop of these changes, many things are occurring. Thus, it’s important to make the teachings 
the cornerstone of our daily life. Look at life through the principles as you live each day.
　When we do this, the strength of our unmei guides our life on the right path. This is a fundamental principle 
about living a life without regrets. If we live by the teachings, our life merges with the unmei given to us to be 
useful in the world and we’re able to live each day without regrets.
　We must not forget the kokoro to give back as we make the best of our strengths society needs. The kokoro to 
give back is vital to achieving kaiun. Hence interact with people willingly.
　What sustains life is the unmei. The soul that Kami has given each of us becomes our unmei and guides our 
life. This is why our kokoro must practice and make the best of the teachings so that it moves to become one 
with our unmei.
　This world revolves when the unmei of all creation comes together and complements. The unmei supports 
life and because the world revolves as our individual unmei comes together, our life shines when we live to give 
back.
　However, despite the fact that when we live a way of life that is one with our unmei and live each day without 
regrets, many people continue to suffer and are insecure because of their jittai. Life feels difficult because 
our jittai, in other words our values, personality, and our perception and understanding, deviates from the 
principles.
　The only way to correct your jittai is to make Kami’s teachings a part of you. Through the teachings, gain 
awareness of what you need to change for the better and try to abide by the principles. The strength of your 
unmei will protect you and your life will move with the flow.
　The way to hone and allow our unmei to surface is to elevate our kokoro to give back. Have gratitude for all 
things and make this kokoro a part of you. As we learn the teachings, we begin to see the right path we must 
walk as human beings. Elevate your kokoro to give back and actively interact with others. Society improves 
when like-minded people increase.  


